Power Package is designed to fit a standard size men’s grip.
It will also work on most ladies grips and mid-sized grips.
It WILL NOT fit jumbo size grips.

Tip: for oversized grips and grips with nubs on the bottom like Winn
grips: Pry the clip apart enough so you can slide up the grip or over
the nub. You may have to work a little to get the screw into the nut.
If you can’t get the screw into the nut, the grip is too FAT.
Warning: Power Package Golf has done everything possible to make sure Power
Package is comfortable while contacting the forearms. If you have thin or sensitive
skin you may want to wear a long sleeve shirt or wear some kind of protection.

HOW TO:

GET IN TOUCH

We are excited to hear how Power Package is helping your game.
Contact info@powerpackagegolf.com to share your experience.

FOR MORE PRACTICE TIPS AND EXAMPLES, VISIT:

POWERPACKAGEGOLF.COM/START

HOW TO

SET UP & GET STARTED

HOW-TO:

HOW-TO:

In this box, you’ll find Power Package Golf (PPG) partially assembled.
Putting it together is simple, and there are no additional pieces.
Find complete set up instructions and training videos at
www.powerpackagegolf.com/start
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Begin with a shorter club (8 or 9 iron). Do not try to hit longer
clubs until you have familiarized yourself with Power Package.
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It is highly recommended to learn the basics of Power Package
using practice swings without hitting balls. Start with your
hands close to the base of the Power Package and take small,
waist high swings learning how to properly set your wrists by
allowing your forearms to fit into the cups.
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On the through swing, be sure to turn your body and maintain
the forearms in the cups until impact. At impact your forearms
will come out. Try to keep the cups pointed at the forearms
through the ball and then allow the left arm cup to reconnect
after impact. NOTE: In the follow through, the left arm cup will
connect first and then both arms should be in the cups at the
finish of the swing.
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As you become more comfortable with Power Package and
controlling your wrist set you can move your hands further
from the base of Power Package and start making larger
swings. Optimal wrist set is about 2”-3” from the base.

05

If you feel you’re ready to start hitting balls, please start by
hitting off of a tee.

SET UP POWER PACKAGE GOLF

STEP 1

Remove the screw from the base of Power
Package. Push the base of the Power Package
onto the shaft of your desired club and slide
Power Package over the bottom of the grip.
You can move Power Package up and down
the grip - optimal position is 2-3 inches from
base of grip.

GET STARTED

STEP 2

Put the screw back into the base and tighten
only enough so you can still move it side to
side. For a neutral club face position align
the bottom, outside edge of the long arm at
1 o’clock, turning it slightly from the leading
edge of the clubface.

12 O’CLOCK

NEUTRAL

STEP 3

The Power Package can be adjusted based
on your personal preference. Move more to
the right to close the club face or to the left to
open the club face. (vice versa for left handed).
For more information on advanced setup
please visit www.powerpackagegolf.com/start.

Tighten the screw fully so the Power Package is firmly on the club.

YOU’RE READY TO GO!

NOTE: If you mishit the ball to the right you’re not turning
through the ball and you are over-using your hands.

